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Introduction 
Using standard procedures and formatting tools in BRAHMS, you can query and format your 

data to create text documents suitable for different flora and monograph series and journals, 

as close as possible to the completed product. 

For formal revisions, documents will include the relevant names with the authors, protologue 

citations and type specimens, sorted and formatted appropriately, with synonyms normally 

cited in homotypic groups.  

Additional text may be added to the documents depending on the data available in your 

database. For example, species descriptions, distribution summaries, and other texts as added 

to your database.  A list of specimens may be formatted (‘material examined’) and included 

with maps drawn.  You may wish to go further and publish your data online. 

This document outlines the procedures to  add and edit the data you need, query these data 

and format to text documents. A reasonable working knowledge of BRAHMS is expected. 

 

Word processor or database? 
Data edited directly into a text document such as a word processor are difficult to query; 

almost impossible to reformat for different outputs; impractical to keep updated with name 

changes; and cannot be used to prepare maps. Larger taxonomic projects, even a medium 

sized genus, become complex to format correctly with all the nomenclatural detail and to keep 

updated with taxonomic name and other changes. Data added in this way are hard or 

impossible to convert into a more organized and flexible database structures. 

On the other hand, data stored in a database can be queried and formatted into multiple 

products, regardless of the order of entry. Examples created from the same database are 

checklists, text for taxonomic revision, distribution maps, diversity maps, labels and websites.  

 

The same database can be used to create many different categories of output. 



Adding and editing taxa 
Taxa can be added explicitly via RDE  using ‘RDE for taxa’. Taxa can also be added directly to 

the main species file in the database using the data grid or the species form.  Taxa can also be 

gradually built up in your database as you add botanical records from RDE. 

For taxonomists,  making a start with a list of names downloaded from IPNI to an RDE file may 

be useful. RDE has an IPNI names import tool (search the BRAHMS help file for ‘IPNI’ and 

choose ‘Taxon names from IPNI to BRAHMS’). This will be a draft list often with duplication of 

names from the different IPNI contributors. But it’s a start and the draft list can be edited. 

For revision work,  taxa will have authors and protologue citations added. Citations are 

entered in the field CITATION. Some name examples from the conifer database are given 

below. Note that in this database, the citation text includes the year but the year is also added 

to the numeric YEAR field, useful for sorting. Adding the year to citation text is optional. 

 

 

Working in the species file using the data grid.  

In the above example, a field view has been selected to include only a few of the fields – to 

make editing easier. Field views are created using the  toolbar and selected from the 

dropdown to its left.  

Note the use of ‘inc’ (inclusive) in the TAXSTAT field for Tsuga mertensiana. This  indicates that 

this name has infra-specific entries. The inclusive species record can be used to add details that 

apply to the species as a whole.  Also in the same screen,  note the use of homonym 

numbering  with e.g.  Abies taxifolia. TAXSTAT and HOMONYM numbering are discussed 

below. 

When working in the main species file rather than RDE, some data values (e.g. family, genus 

and author names) cannot be edited directly – you use a lookup option (right-click or F9). This 

is because these names are held in separate, related BRAHMS dictionaries. Other fields can be 

freely edited.  

Descriptive texts can be added to the default species file memo fields such as DESCRIP 

(description) and DISTRIB (distribution). You can add comments to the NOMNOTE , SYNNOTE 

and TYPENOTE memo fields. Any number of further, non-standard fields can be added to the 

species link file, for example, fields to record conservation (IUCN code and criteria are already 



available in the main file), uses, ecology, etymology, phenology and so on. All of these fields 

can be later included in your formatted outputs.  

 

Some of the non-standard fields added to the species link file in the conifer database. 

 

 

Using the species file form 
Some BRAHMS users are happy working in data grids (spread sheet mode). But others prefer 

to use forms or a mixture of grids and forms.  Forms, where available, are opened using the  

toolbar. The following series of screens show the main tabs of the species form when working 

in the main species file (not RDE). All these data can also be edited directly using the data grid. 

  

 

On the Name tab, the main elements of a taxon name can be edited. A stats summary in the 

left window provides details of available botanical records and their specimens. 



 

 

The Botanical Records tab lists collection data. You can map directly from here. The records 

listed are updated as you move through your species file. Botanical record data cannot be 

edited here.  

 

 



The Text tab provides editing access to default text fields as well as displaying data 

summarized from all linked botanical records. These summaries can help format species level 

descriptions. 

 

 

 

The synonym/types tab lists linked synonyms and types. You can edit synonym links here. 

 

Taxonomic status and the TAXSTAT field 
The data options available for the TAXSTAT field are listed in your custom lookup dictionary 

(Admin > Custom lookups) associated with fieldname TAXSTAT. These can be edited.  As 

TAXSTAT is a short 3 character field, always use abbreviated rather than the full name values. 

Thus ‘acc’ instead of ‘accepted name’ 

 



Using a lookup in TAXSTAT to select taxonomic status, ensuring abbreviated values are added 

to the species file. 

Accepted names should have ‘acc’ added to the TAXSTAT field to indicate they are accepted 

names. Synonyms should have ‘syn’ added (see more about linking synonyms below). Other 

categories may be added here as you wish, for example ‘tmp’ or ‘?’ to indicate a name of 

unknown status. For revisional work, ‘acc’ and ‘syn’ are the most important.  

Homonym numbering 
Homonym numbering must be used if you want to store the same taxon name more than 

once, bearing in mind that authors are not used to differentiate names. This is vital if importing 

names from RDE as two (or more) names which differ only with author names will not be 

imported unless they have homonym numbers in the field HOMONYM. Here’s an example for 

a name  published by several authors: 

 

Note that the names with infra-specific ranks do not need homonym numbering as they are 

already unique. 

 

Linking synonyms  
Synonyms are added in the main species list by creating a link from the synonym to its parent 

name. This link is created by editing the numeric  SYNOF field. SYNOF points to SPNUMBER.  

Note that a name can be a synonym of another synonym as shown below in the records with 

SPNUMBER values 261 and 262. These records are SYNOF 260, itself a synonym. 

  

The above illustrates a classic case where an accepted name has various synonyms indicated in 

SYNCAT as BAS, HOM or HET. SYNCAT is important for  organising names in taxonomic 

treatments. 

Synonyms can be added manually by directly adding the correct SPNUMBER to the SYNOF field 

and then adding ‘syn’ to TAXSTAT. Alternatively,  you can use the => and <= toobar options or 

the Synonym links options on the main species form Synonyms/Types tab. To remove a 



synonym link, simply set SYNOF to 0 or use the delete synonym link option on the species 

form. 

Adding type details 
Type specimens, as available, should be linked to the name. You can do this from the botanical 

records file choosing the herbarium location, type category and typeof name, adding e.g. ! or 

n.v. to the SEEN field if you wish. 

 

Adding type details to main botanical records form. 

Extracting names to build report  
Taxonomic reports are created from taxa extract files even if they include specimen lists. So 

the first step to create a report from your database is to query the taxa records you want to 

report on using Taxa > Extract/query data.  

You can create the output for a single species or multiple species (selected in any way), as you 

wish. You could for example extract all names in a genus. For a typical revision, extract 

accepted names only using the Name status option as show below. 

 

A typical taxa query form selecting genus and name status. 



If you also extract synonyms, these will be included in your main list as well as in the synonyms  

formatted under each accepted name. Note that there are cases where you will want to 

extract all names, for example an AZ list that includes synonyms with a pointer to the accepted 

name. 

Formatting names 
In the opened taxa extract file, choose Tools > Formatting for text reports > Names, synonyms 

and Types to FULLNAME and SYNSUM. 

 

Adjust the settings on this form as needed to alter print and formatting features. The default 

settings are fairly typical. These various options will format (using HTML markup) the accepted 

names to the FULLNAME memo field and all subsequent synonyms and optionally types to the 

SYNSUM memo field in the taxa extract file. These memo fields are then easily included in text 

reports, pre- formatted. If you open them, you will see HTML markup.  

 



Example FULLNAME and SYNSUM memo fields  showing the HTML markup. Luckily, it’s not 

necessary to know anything at all about HTML markup! The text reporter deals with that for 

you as show in the output sample below: 

 

A simple text report example. 

Text reporting 
Text reports may appear confusing initially but they are easy to design and very flexible. In 

summary, a text report is a simple list of instructions to print a list of fields to a text file with 

optional lines and/or punctuation before and after the field. Field order is controlled by the 

numeric POS field (position). There are a few other features, for example suppressing field 

printing until the value changes. An example use of this is to print a family names once and not 

for every species. 

HTML formatting is also used to design websites. You do not need to understand HTML  to 

produce text reports but if you do, you can go wild embellishing your text reports using 

different font names, sizes and colours, line spacing and whatever. 

 

 

 

The larger font and red family name formatting using the above <span> tag attributes. 

The <span> HTML tag is useful in text reports as it does not throw unwanted lines. Note the 

tag in closed using </span> in the Text after field. That field also includes the horizontal rule 

tag <hr/>. For more details about possible html tags, check out http://www.cssbasics.com/. 

Although this website is about cascading style sheets, it’s a mine of information on HTML 

commands and attributes. You may well ask, what’s ‘em’ font size..! – see 

http://kyleschaeffer.com/user-experience/css-font-size-em-vs-px-vs-pt-vs/ 

This is not a guide on text reporting – so moving on. 

http://www.cssbasics.com/
http://kyleschaeffer.com/user-experience/css-font-size-em-vs-px-vs-pt-vs/


For revisions, text reports will minimally include the following three lines: 

 

Note that all field names are prefixed with the short name of the file they are in, in this case 

‘TOUT’ (Taxon Output file). Short file names are always shown at the top of the data grid. As 

discussed above, FULLNAME and SYNSUM have been pre-formatted using a Tools option.  

Further items are easily added to the text report and these can refer to any field in the taxon 

extract file or the link file(s) associated with it. 

 

The text report with a few more fields added. Note that the field ECOLOGY comes from the link 

file and is referred to as linked.ecology. 

The last item in this report is tout.speclist. The SPECLIST field is pre-formatted with a specimen 

list, formatted to requirement. To add this list, in the taxon extract file,  use Tools > Formatting 

for text reports > Citation lists (Material examined) and choose the Fully formatted option. 

 



An example report created from the text report template shown above. 

Once a text report has been developed, it can be used on any data you extract to your taxa 

extract file. 

After extracting new taxa, remember to use the formatting tools to pre-format the names and 

specimen list as required. 

 

Mapping 
Different categories of maps can be prepared using data stored in BRAHMS, using your 

preferred GIS. For taxonomic journal publication, black and white maps produced using the 

freely available  DIVA GIS are widely used. Detailed vector and raster base maps can be 

downloaded. Details on map preparation are provided in separate BRAHMS documents. Refer 

to the Mapping > Quick links topic on 

http://herbaria.plants.ox.ac.uk/bol/brahms/Documentation.  

 

Publishing online 
BRAHMS databases can be published online using the BRAHMS online service (BOL). These 

may include all the details used to publish a taxonomic revision. Reports can be formatted and 

maps drawn directly from BOL. It is also possible to upload identification keys for the taxa. We 

have successfully added keys build using XPER2 to BOL websites. See  http://lis-

upmc.snv.jussieu.fr/lis/?q=en/resources/software/xper2 

http://herbaria.plants.ox.ac.uk/bol/brahms/Documentation
http://lis-upmc.snv.jussieu.fr/lis/?q=en/resources/software/xper2
http://lis-upmc.snv.jussieu.fr/lis/?q=en/resources/software/xper2

